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of it, and—again for the moment—the prospects of the new
government looked considerably brighter than the prospects of
the nation. The Left parties promptly tabled a vote of no-con-
fidence as was their right, for they were on the whole the official
opposition, and as was their duty, for the whole policy of the
government was anti-Socialist and to a certain extent anti-working-
class. The details of the government programme were indeed
calculated to conciliate the bourgeois classes, and public opinion
in these classes rallied to them to a degree that could hardly have
been foreseen by those who confined their sphere of investigation
to the Reichstag lobbies. Even on the deputies, cynical as they
now were, the gloom of the chancellor, the evidences of the deep
sense of responsibility under which he laboured and the unusual
firmness with which in advance he disowned the abdicating
tendencies of his predecessors made a very real impression. It
was the first time since Stresernann, in the sickness of anger, had
challenged parliament to do its worst that a chancellor had spoken
to parliament as a master and not as a suitor, and the change of
tone won more approval than the party managers cared to admit.
This was a nasty situation for Hugenberg on whom the fate
of the government depended. He had at once announced his
hostility to it; he had to, in view of the truculence of the Hitler
faction. Would he carry his disapproval to the logical conclusion?
At first with an eye to the "national" union of the Right he pro-
posed to be consistent and carry the party into the opposition
lobby. A section of it at once refused to follow him and faced
him at once not merely with the threat of another split, but with
the consolidation of the fractions that had already cast off alle-
giance into a new party which would leave in the official party
nothing but Hugenberg's personal following. Before the alter-
native of eating his words or loss of power, the Nationalist leader
found no difficulty in making up his mind. He voted with the
government and the no-confidence motion was rejected by 253
votes to 187.
The figures indicated how nearly a bourgeois coalition was
within reach of an independent majority and, if Bruening had
been as clever a parliamentarian as he was an able politician, he

